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their practical work in counting and measuring. No question should be 
set in any class that could not arise in actual everyday life, or that is far 
removed from the experience of the child. 

Accuracy in arithmetic11l calculations is, of course, of prime importance 
in the practical affairs of life, and quickness comes next ; there is no royal 
road for acquiring accuracy and quickness : the real secret of both is to be 
found in constant practice in the use of numbers within the comprehension 
of the child, applied to questions on such matters as might arise in actual 
everyday life. As every 1eacher is aware, there is no known substitute for 
this constant practice. 

DRAWING AND HANDWORK. 

31. The instruction in dr~ wing should be direct! d to the cuhvation 
of lhe pupil's power of graphic expression. Since complete graphic ex
press'on calls for careful observation, critical judgment, and some degree of 
manual dexterity, it should be the aim of the teacher to lead the pupils 
through prac ice and experience to observe accurately, and to record as 
fait.hfully and as truly as possible the results of their observations. To 
this end the instruction should from the first be corrdated as far as pract'
cable with other subjects of the school course, a.nd with modelling in clay or 
plasticine and other forms of educational handwork. No cxple.nation of 
any real form should be considered thoroughly satisfactory unkss e.ccom
panied by an intelligent drawing. In other words, drawing is t_o be regarded 
as a means of assisting expression in the child's daily life and study, and 
should for thin purpose be taught as a language rather than a an art. At 
he same t'.me ev,,ry effort should be made-e.g., in connexion with nature

study-to arouse in children an appreciation and love of beauty in form 
and colour 

With a view to stimulate and cultivate the inventive and imagina•ive 
powers, the pupils, especially in the lower classes, should be encouraged to 
illustrate stories and incidents with which they are familar, to make sk, .tches 
of things in which they are interested, and to make drawings from their 
own imagination. 

In all classes free drawing is to be practised. The pupils' drawings, 
whether on wall or desk boards, on brown, tinted, or white paper, whether 
carried out in coloured crayons, chalk, pencil, or water colour, whether in 
mass or outline, light and shade or colour, should be direct representations 
of natural and fashiorn,d objects. Since nothing should be allowed to come 
between the pupil and what he is representing, di~,grams and copies either 
drawn or printed should be used but sparingly, and wherever practicable 
avoided altogether. The pupil's record of what he sees should be the result 
of his own impressions, not those of some one else. Blackboard sketches 
and drawings by the teacher should be confined to illustrations of methods 
and principles, and should not take the form of diagmms to be copied or to 
show pupils what they onght to see. 'rhe use of the slate and slate-pencil 
for exercises in drawing should be discouraged. The brush should be 
regarded from the first as a drawing-instrument. Brush drawing should 
not be treated as a thing a.part from the ordinary drawing-lesson. The 
reprnsentation with the brush of meaningless forms should be avoided. 

The objects for representation should be selected with due regard to the 
end in view and to the capacities of the pupils. Throughout the course 
the principle of proceeding from the grea.ter to the smaller, and from the 
simple to the complex, should ever be borne in mind. The selection made 
must include both natural and fashioned objects in about equal proportions. 
In the selection of natural olijects a seasonal or some other rational order 
should be followed with the view of a.rousing and sustaining the pupils' 
interest. In the selection of fashioned objects preference should be given 
to those that are simple, interesting, within the experience of the children, 
and fashioned for some actual purpose in life apart from the drawing-lesson. 

The following, among others, may be regarded as suitable objects for 
study in the Junior and Senior Divisions respectively :-

Junior Division.-Coloured beads or buttons (in groups), skipping-rope, 
hoop, wooden spoon, gridiron, wire netting, envelope, slate, kite, knife, 
axe, football, toy flags, toy animals, ninepin, bow and arrow, horse-shoe, 
carrot, plum, apple, unserrated leaves, pansy, daffodil. 

Senior Division.-S3 and S4: Picture and photo frames, toasting-fork, 
fan, croquet-mallet, spade, broom, cricket-bat, tennis-racquet, school-bag, 
tambourine, basin, wood-shaving, clock-spring, bag of sugar, lantern, serrated 
and subdivided leaveJ, spray. of three or ou · lee.ves, twigs and small boughs, 
buds, blossoms, be Ties, fruits, feathers, shells, butterflies, fish. 

S5 and S6 : Bottle and vase forms, school bell, paper scroll, boot, hat, 
linen cuff, flower-pot, toy yacht, brief-bag, Tndian club, Japanese umbrella, 
dorothy bag, draped shawl or eu-tain, doll, woodwork and garden tools, 
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